
Fun Rainy Day Activities 
for Kids & Indoor Games 

 

Need some fun rainy day activities for 
kids?  

 

Balloon Hockey 
What you need: two laundry baskets and hockey sticks, 
kid’s golf clubs or even the cardboard from inside of a 

large tube of wrapping paper. 

The last one might be the safest. Then a bag of balloons 
from the Dollar Store. Split the family into teams and see 

which team can get the most goals  

 

Balloon Tennis 
What you need: Paper plates, 
balloons, masking tape, then 

either plastic spoons or wooden paint stirrer.  
 

This game is a great way to use up the last of the paper plates 
from a kid’s birthday party or holiday event. I used up the end of 

our Halloween plates the last time we played.  
 

Tape your spoon or wooden stirrer to the back of your paper 
plate. Then use it like a tennis racket and the balloon as your ball. 
Hit the balloon back and forth and see which team can keep the 

balloon in the air the longest. 
 

You could also have the kids individually try to use their paddle to 
keep the balloon in the air.  

 



 
Paper Airplane Challenge 

All you need is some paper from your computer printer, then have the kids fold their 
airplanes and decorate them. This could take a while just in itself. 

 
Then start racing them and see whose plane goes the furthest or which could do tricks. 

You can add-on paper clips as weights to see if that makes a difference in speed or 
distance. (bonus science lesson)  

 
 

Obstacle Course  
Use pillows, small cones, hula hoops or anything you already have in your house and set 
up an obstacle course to run through. The kids can help make up the course, run through 

it and then keep changing it to make it better. 
 

After that, they can play Hot Lava. Throw a couple of pillows or tape some paper to the 
floor that is spaced out. They cannot touch the floor (which is hot lava,) only the 

paper/pillows and try to make it across the room. Again, the kids can make up the course 
try it and keep adjusting it as they like.   

 
 

Minute to Win It games  
Minute to Win It are games and activities that need to be completed in one minute. They 
are quick and fun games to play that keep the kids interested and excited. Perfect for 
birthday parties and school parties too.  

Cup Stacking 

What you need: solo cups, that’s it.  

Two kids each get equal amount of  cups and have one minute 
to stack them, make a pyramid and re stack them in a minute’s 
time. Whoever does it the fastest wins.When the game is done 

let them make their own designs for fun with the cups. Add 
some army men, little dinosaurs, or princesses figures and let 
the kids add them to the castle/pyramid structures for pretend 

play.   



 

Coin Stacking 
 

What you need – 50 pennies 
(amount for 2 players)  

Kids each get a stack of 25 pennies 
and must stack them up in a 

minute’s time. Fastest one wins. 
This is harder than you think. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Suck it Up 

What you Need: 50 M&Ms or Skittles, 2 Straws and 4 paper plates (amount for 2 players)  

Each child gets a straw, 25 M&Ms and 2 paper plates. The kids have one minute to move 
all the M&Ms from one plate to the 
other by sucking it at the end of the 

straw. 

Whoever finishes first, wins. Bonus: 
kids get to eat the candy which makes 

this a favorite.  

 


